Aquapol Free Energy Moisture Control Device Now Available in U.S.
Jim Dunn and Ted Loder
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ome Infinite Energy readers are surely familiar with the
work of Wilhelm Mohorn, inventor of the Aquapol free
energy moisture control device. The device, patented in
1996 (European Patent 0688383) but in development since
1985, is an eco-friendly system for eradicating dampness and
drying out buildings. The system operates with no batteries
or electricity, using instead field energy generated by the
earth. The device reverses the polarity of water molecules
found in walls and causes the damp to flow downward, leading to dehydration. Mohorn first tested each device as it was
built. He could instantly sense the field so could determine
if the device was working properly. In the early 1990s,
Mohorn found that the prototype systems did not work in
some places. He discovered that the earth’s energy field
sometimes changed polarity so his system would not work.
So Mohorn developed a “universal receiving antenna”
which uses both right and left polarized fields. It is proven
to work on all continents it has been installed. Mohorn says
of the device, “The Aquapol system is a totally new physical
generator which generates free energy into another form of
energy (similar to electromagnetic waves) which influences
the movement of moisture in capillary systems like walls.
The theory is based on my working hypotheses from 1992.”

S

A summary of Mohorn’s theory, originally published in the
New Energy Technologies journal, is available online at:
http://www.aquapol.co.uk/index.php?go=science/energy
Mohorn, an Austrian-born inventor and engineer, credits
the work of Nikola Tesla as inspiration for development of
the Aquapol device. He said, “Tesla is a real example of a
genius and visionary.”
Aquapol has installed over 50,000 systems since 1985,
mostly in Europe but in 26 countries total. Among some of
the historic buildings that have used Aquapol successfully
are: Hungarian Parliament (Budapest), The Joseph Haydn
Museum
(Eisenstadt,
Austria),
Kyalami
Castle
(Johannesburg, South Africa) and the Greek Oriental Church
(Vienna, Austria). The company is now extending installations to North America. Recently, Aquapol began a U.S.based operation in Clearwater, Florida.
The Hotel Fuchspalast in St. Veit, Austria is one of thousands of satisfied customers who have used the Aquapol
device in their business. Rogner International Hotel
Development Group, which owns the hotel, used the device
after serious water damage. Franz Ulbing said, “The indoor
climate has now improved and the basement can be used
again. We would always choose Aquapol again, because no

Wilhelm Mohorn in front of an old school in Nashville, one of Aquapol’s first U.S. customers.
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An Aquapol device installed.

construction work has been necessary.” A private customer,
Walter Kowald, owns a 16th century home known as
Neudeckerhof in Vienna, Austria. He said of the device, “The
biggest advantages are obvious. For a large surface area you
only need a single device, you do not need a supply of electricity and do not have to make any structural changes.
Besides, it is a real wonder, absolute miracle, even though I
somehow understand how the device works. It is a definite
advantage that a device which looks like a light fixture can
have such a decisive result without affecting anything.”
The cost of the Aquapol device depends entirely on the
extent of the problem and the size of the space. The cost
includes an initial damp analysis, with a detailed summary
of the eradication plan. Dehydration is begun after installation of the Aquapol device, which must be located in an
exact spot depending on the findings in the initial analysis.
In addition to requiring no batteries or electricity, the device
uses no chemicals and requires no maintenance. The
Aquapol device has a 25-year warranty.
Aquapol produced an 18-minute video explaining the
process and device. The YouTube video is in two parts, with
Part 1 at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7WQJ-0Vwa_Y
Aquapol can be contacted via their U.S. or UK websites
and emails:
http://www.aquapol-usa.com/
office@aquapol-usa.com

A model of the device’s operation.

energy at that time.
IE: How long did it take to “perfect” it and begin marketing
the early units?
Mohorn: For the first series it took two years, and the “perfect” unit I got done after about nine years.
IE: Why did you choose water and moisture problems as the
challenge to solve?
Mohorn: Because I myself had the problem of moisture in
my old basement.
IE: What has been the biggest challenge in getting Aquapol
adopted?
Mohorn: After I found out that the existing electromagnetic theory doesn’t fit and creates more problems instead of
solutions, in 1990 I had to fully change my operational work
and research nearly full-time on the absolute new working
hypothesis. Around 1991 or 1992 I solved all the problems
with the Aquapol device. This was a race between closing the
company because of too many claims (due to longer times
for the device to work) or survive with “the truth”—the new

http://www.aquapol.co.uk/
office@aquapol.co.uk

We spoke with Wilhelm Mohorn about the Aquapol
device:
IE: How and when did you first come up with the idea for
the Aquapol?
Mohorn: In 1983 when I saw rusty drums in my old basement.
IE: Did you originally think it would be a “free energy” solution?
Mohorn: At the time I postulated a free dynamic geoenergetic field from Mother Earth. I was not aware of zero point

The physical effect of the Aquapol device — energy conversion
and transformation phase by space energy (C) to (big) effect
area (BB). (A) is the space of the receiving dynamic earth field.
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theory—and get it applied into the device.
IE: How has the product improved since 1985?
Mohorn: I have four main generations. After 1992 I got the
perfect Aquapol device completed.
IE: When did you start to expand the Aquapol offerings, and
enter other markets, like Australia, New Zealand, the United
States, etc.?
Mohorn: I started to expand the Aquapol offerings more and
more when I developed the wall diagnostic technology and
some other accomplishment technologies which you need
as a professional Aquapol contributor. The main work got
done around 1997. Then I got more focused on expanding
the system in other countries.

IE: Is it possible to use the Aquapol receiver unit to put out
electrical energy in a form to charge batteries, run LED
lights, etc.?
Mohorn: Maybe in the future.
IE: Could this be used for applications like jungle villages
where no energy is available, for permanent light (and fan
power) by combining Aquapol technology and LED light
bulbs?
Mohorn: Maybe.
IE: Are there other areas of “free energy” that your technology might be adapted for (or other newer energy developments in the lab)?
Mohorn: No.

IE: Have you found any applications where the device did
not work properly?
Mohorn: The device only works on rising damp matters and
not on about 11 other causes of moisture.
IE: Have you found much resistance to your technology, or
the fact that it uses no external energy?
Mohorn: Yes, of course. I get attacked in the media. The
most enemies behind the attacks are competitors who are
dealing with chemical injection systems which have 20-40%
efficiency (stated by a court decision in Germany).
IE: Has there been scientific acceptance of Aquapol technology?
Mohorn: If a scientist really goes into my research material
and also documentation material, about 90% accept the
working hypotheses from 1992.
IE: What do you tell the skeptical Ph.D. scientist who claims
that this is impossible?
Mohorn: I refer them to the well known zero-point energy
or quantum field, etc., which is basically known in physics
or I use quotes from the 2005 NASA News. And the rest is
working hypothesis. A big argument is of course that we
have 50,000 installations all over the world.
IE: Why has it taken so long to introduce the Aquapol system to the U.S.? We certainly have lots of moisture problems
here!
Mohorn: The much bigger market is in Europe. So I was concentrating on the EU. An international movie in 2012
helped us to get it in some other countries out of the EU, like
Taiwan and Russia.
IE: Do you have other applications in mind for the Aquapol
technology?

IE: When do you think we will see large scale use of new free
energy technologies, like LENR?
Mohorn: When: a) millions of people on this planet get
informed of the truth about free energy and see some working prototypes or systems; b) the energy monopoly gets
overpowered in many countries; c) the politicians get ethical
and help mankind and the planet with this new technology—not pushing commercial energy systems by law, etc.
IE: Who do you think will be the inventor(s) of the new free
energy technologies?
Mohorn: All great inventions of history come from single
individuals—never from groups! So I think most inventions
(prototypes) will come from clever outsiders or people with
a technical background like engineers.
IE: What do you think will be the world’s leading source of
electrical energy in 2025?
Mohorn: Water, new hydrogen techs (which are using free
energy) and maybe 2030-2035 really free energy generators
in different ways.
IE: Are there any other things you would like to say to the
readers of Infinite Energy?
Mohorn: The speed of expansion and acceptance is determined only by our group of free energy fans and workers,
producers or researchers. If we spread workable free energy
systems (not so much focused on theories) all over the
world—producing documentary movies for TV or cinemas
or internet etc.—we can accelerate the expansion enormously! A great example in the U.S. is the THRIVE Movement
from Foster Gamble. In Europe the “AZK” in Switzerland and
all the really active space energy associations. And of course
publishing outlets like Infinite Energy, etc. But the future in
disseminating free energy will be “movies”—especially documentary movies which get into mainstream mediums. ❑ ❑

Mohorn: Yes, these include: reducing geopathic fields;
hydrating or dehydrating soils in agricultural areas.
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